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Real World Data (RWD) are data relating to 
patient health status and/or the delivery of 
health care routinely collected from a 
variety of sources

electronic health records (EHRs)

medical claims data

product and disease registries

patient-generated data, including in-home 
settings

data gathered from other sources, such as mobile 
devices, that can inform on health status

Real World Evidence (RWE) is the clinical 
evidence regarding the usage and potential 
benefits or risks of a medical product 
derived from analysis of RWD

Generated using different study 
designs, including but not limited to 
randomized trials (e.g., large simple 
trials, pragmatic trials), externally 

controlled trials, and observational 
studies

Modified after Jacqueline Corrigan-Curay, JD, MD, FDA, May 2021

Regulatory Definitions on RWD and RWE



EMA on Real World Evidence
3.3.4 Promote use of high-quality real-world data (RWD) in decision-making

Real world data is currently used predominantly in the post-authorisation phase but there are opportunities 
for further application throughout the medicines lifecycle to help address some of the limitations of clinical 
trials. The Agency recognises the benefit of using RWD to generate complementary evidence across the 
product life cycle and is committed to promote the use of high quality RWD in decision-making.

However, it will be important to agree amongst stakeholders where RWD may add value into the 
assessment process. Given the often heterogeneous nature of the data sources, further work is also 
needed on the analytical and epidemiological methodologies needed to deliver robust evidence. As noted 
in some other recommendations, there are additional needs to ensure privacy and security of the data, 
and governance models must address these.

The actions EMA proposes to promote the use of high-quality RWD in decision making are:

• Create a sustainable, quality assured, flexible framework delivering rapid access to and analysis of 
representative, longitudinal RWD throughout a product’s lifecycle

• Develop a capacity that will enable the Agency to rapidly and securely access and analyse large 
amounts of healthcare data

• Accelerate the implementation of a learning regulatory system based on electronic health records and 
other routinely collected clinical care data (including RWD).



EMA on Real World Evidence

RWE sources were mainly registries 
(35.6%) and hospital data (27.0%). 
RWE was typically used to support 
safety (82.1%) and efficacy (53.6%). 
Cohort studies were the most 
commonly used study design (87.6%).

We conclude that there is widespread 
use of RWE to support evaluation of 
MAAs and EOIs submitted to the EMA 
and identify areas where further 
research is required.

Oct. 2021



EMA on Real World Evidence

CONCLUSION

Our vision is that by 2025 the use of 
RWE will have been enabled and its 
value will have been established 
across the spectrum of regulatory 
use cases. 

We are committed to working with 
stakeholders to deliver this vision 
and in turn to support the 
development and use of better 
medicines for patients.



EMA possible issues on Real World Evidence

What impacts access to data?

• GDPR regulations

• National and local guidelines
• Role of anonymity

• Storage and security



How to reconcile RWE Data and Privacy 
Could good faith legal safeguards make de facto Europe non-competitive?

•The new EU General Data Protection Regulation has been implemented on May 25th, 2018
• Driven by the principle of data minimisation
• Privacy by design and default
• Right to opt out
• Informed consent
• Data ownership – personal / public / private
• Need access to a sufficient amount of “good quality data”
_____________________________________________________________

Mod. from Pani L., IMI Stakeholder Forum 2019. Brussels, Belgium – June 12th , 2019



•The new EU General Data Protection Regulation has been implemented on May 25th, 2018 but…
• Driven by the principle of data minimisation (it will preclude machine learning)
• Privacy by design and default (it will preclude predictive analytics)
• Right to opt out (but how? )
• Informed (really informed?) consent (impossible to predict to what I am giving consent to)
• Data ownership – personal / public / private (issue is not on ownership but on access)
• Need access to a sufficient amount of “good quality data” (indeed impossible with limits

above)
___________________________________________________________
• EU Regulators / Payers will have these additional problems:

◦ Not enough competence (sometime none) with in-house and hands-on skills 
◦ Education of new types of assessors with very broad data science and life science knowledge.
◦ Inability to certify and validate different data sources to be integrated among them.
◦ Rule the emerging strong engagement by patients as data generators. 

How to reconcile RWE Data and Privacy 
Could good faith legal safeguards make de facto Europe non-competitive?

Mod. from Pani L., IMI Stakeholder Forum 2019. Brussels, Belgium – June 12th , 2019



• Challenges of development of RWE data including provision of informed consent
• Clear communication with appropriate stakeholder involvement at all stages

• Inclusions of outcomes relevant to patients
• Collection and analysis of meaningful data
• Impact on willingness to take part

• Data acquisition
•Motivation/reward (patient and clinician)
• Accuracy, quality and point of entry
• Collected in a “real world” setting (e.g. community or primary care)
• Data protection and custodianship

What could impact access to data for EMA?
Example: establishment of RWE and registries



FDA’s Current Thinking on Real-World Data seems different

Sept. 2021 Oct. 2021 Nov. 2021 Dec. 2021



Real-World won’t change how data are treated

• FDA standard for “substantial evidence” stay unchanged

– Goal is to distinguish the effect of the drug from other influences such as 
spontaneous change in disease course, placebo effect, or bias

– Common practices:
• Probabilistic control of confounding through randomization
• Blinding
• Controlled/standardized outcome assessment
• Adjudication criteria
• Audits



• Data are raw measurements
• Information is obtained from data combined with critical context 

about what is being measured
• Evidence is derived from the analysis of information

The FDA perspective on Data (big or small) is clear 

http://blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index.php/2015/12/what-we-mean-when-we-talk-about-data/



Good evidence cannot be built on bad data



Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2018;27:30–37

RWE and Safety Signals



DRUG INDICATION APPROVED DATA

Defitelio
(defibrotide sodium)

Severe hepatic veno-
occlusive disorder 2016

§ Two prospective clinical trials enrolling 179 patients and an expanded access 
study with 351 patients

Lutathera
(lutetium 177 dotate)

Gastroenteropancreatic 
neuroendocrine tumours 
(GEP-NETs)

2017

§ Open-label clinical trial
§ Analysis of a subset of 360 patients who participated in an investigator 

sponsored, open-label, single-arm, single institution study of 1214 patients 
that started as an expanded access program

Zostavax
(Zoster Vaccine Live)

Prevention of herpes zoster 
(shingles) in persons 50 
years of age and older

2018
§ Prospective, observational cohort study using electronic health records in 

Kaiser Permanente Northern California (KPNC) to characterize the duration 
of protection in persons 50 years of age and older

Ibrance
(palbociclib)

Men with certain types of 
advanced or metastatic 
breast cancer

2019
§ Data from electronic health records and postmarketing reports of the real-

world use of Ibrance in male patients

2
2

Bold = RWE
List not exhaustive

Modified after Jacqueline Corrigan-Curay, JD, MD, FDA, May 2021

RWE and Efficacy Signals



23https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101034366

A final take: Data Re-utilization



24https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101034366

Data Re-utilization: The FACILITATE Project
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